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Cocos2d 2.0 - Stop launching scene too many

times I have a scene 'Scene1' that loads
when a user taps a button. This works fine,

but if the user taps the button while another
scene is already running (i.e. 'Scene2') - the
same scene is repeatedly called. I would like
the two scenes to play on top of one another,

or to stop launching 'Scene1' if 'Scene2' is
already running. What should I do? Thanks! A:
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This is a known Cocos2D bug that has been
reported several times to Cocos2D's

developers. Unfortunately, they haven't fixed
it yet. So, the best thing that you can do is to
detect the currently running scene yourself.

That way, you can decide which one you want
to run and stop the unwanted. #!/bin/bash

python../qa_net.py ${INPUT_FILE}
${OUTPUT_DIR}/labels_$(date

+%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S).txt # the output
filename is unique to each GPU of the dataset

# but all filenames for the same GPU have
the same timestamp # the output filename is

the current time, in format
yyyyMMdd_HHmmss [ -z "$OUTPUT_TIME" ]

&& OUTPUT_TIME=$(date
+%Y-%m-%d_%H-%M-%S)

OUTPUT_DIRS=$(dirname ${OUTPUT_DIR}) O
UTPUT_DIR="${OUTPUT_DIRS}/labels_${OUT
PUT_TIME}" echo -e "$OUTPUT_DIR" echo -e

"$OUTPUT_DIR" >>
${OUTPUT_DIR}/labels_${OUTPUT
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bit.The facile and versatile thiol-ene click

conjugation reaction is an effective method to
attach peptide/protein ligands to gold

nanoparticles for the development of peptide-
functionalized nanocarriers. Gold

nanoparticles functionalized with thiol-ene
click conjugation chemistry were efficiently

synthesized using citrate-capped gold
nanoparticles and PEG-yne precursors. The

click reaction was performed at room
temperature and the product with controlled

size and PEG/protein ratio was obtained.
Moreover, it was found that the labeled

nanoparticles could be separated using an
optional gel filtration column and the

collected purified products could be reused to
produce second generation functional
nanoparticles. The click reaction was

characterized by dynamic light scattering
(DLS), transmission electron microscopy

(TEM), UV-vis spectrophotometry and
fluorescence spectrophotometry. The
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experimental results showed that a highly
efficient and clean click reaction was
achieved in the current method. The

nanoparticles were successfully utilized to
label biological cells and achieve targeted

nanoparticles. The cytotoxicity studies
revealed that the gold nanoparticles could be

employed as a safe nanocarrier for the
delivery of bioactive compounds. Finally, the
application of the prepared nanoparticles for
peptide conjugation was demonstrated.Q: IIS
7.5 - memory leaks with jquery and a third

party script I am using a third party javascript
script (namely eyecon.keenetic.com/utilities/j
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